I believe design’s purpose is not only to show us the future, but to bring us the future.

Yves Béhar
Designer
Task Seating

Configure your own chair
Ergonomic to the core, Aeron was designed for all types of human bodies. For almost 30 years, we’ve been perfecting it so that it’s not only good for your body, but good for our environment too.

**BENEFITS**

- Three sizes to fit anyone in the first to 99th percentile
- Composed of over 50 percent recycled material and now with ocean-bound plastic, Aeron is even more sustainable
- Continual ergonomic enhancements like Posturefit SL®, 8Z Pellicle®, and Harmonic™, 2 Tilt enable the sitter to maintain optimal seating posture and performance

**WFH Price:**

$1100

**WARRANTY**

12 Year, 3 Shift

Learn more about Aeron Chairs
Embody

Sitting for long periods of time is often necessary in today’s world of work, but it takes a physical and mental toll. Embody addresses this common problem—and is the only chair that improves your health while you sit.

**BENEFITS**

- Automatically conforms to the body’s micro-movements, distributing body weight evenly, thereby reducing pressure and encouraging movement
- Creates physical harmony between person and technology with a tilt that supports a deep working recline posture
- The combination of a central spine, flexible ribs, PostureFit, and Backfit adjustment set a new benchmark for neutral, balanced posture

**WFH Price:**

$1075

**WARRANTY**

12 Year, 3 Shift

Learn more about Embody Chairs
**Cosm**

Sit in Cosm, and you just might forget you’re sitting in a chair at all. Its sophisticated ergonomic design instantly responds to your body, movement, and posture to provide natural balance and total support.

**BENEFITS**

- A personalized ergonomic experience
- Instant comfort, whether you’re 6’3” or 5’
- Three back heights and the option to specify the chair in dipped-in-color hues allow Cosm to find a home anywhere

**WARRANTY**

12 Year, 3 Shift

**WFH Price:**

$993
Mirra 2

Embracing the athletic attitude of today's knowledge worker, Mirra 2 offers a winning combination of simplicity, flexibility, and personalized ergonomics.

**BENEFITS**

- Lightweight design, ideal for settings where agility is key
- Ultra-responsive materials that respond to the body's slightest movements
- Works for a variety of people and applications

WFH Price:

$771

**WARRANTY**

12 Year, 3 Shift

---

Learn more about Mirra 2 Chairs
Verus
Comfort and ergonomic support at an equally comfortable price.

BENEFITS

- Efficient design offers ergonomic support that’s affordable for all
- Includes a full family of ergonomic work chairs, stools, stackable side chairs, and extended-width side chairs for healthcare
- Three back options—suspension, upholstered, or TriFlex—provide ergonomic support, flexibility, and durability
- Available in a range of colors, fabrics, and materials

WFH Price: $402

WARRANTY

12 Year, 3 Shift

Learn more about Verus Chairs
BENEFITS

- Brings scientifically backed comfort to your workplace or home
- Offers a wide range of aesthetic choices and is highly customizable

Features integrated lumbar support and comfortable aeration. It’s available in six colors.

It’s contoured seat works together with its high-performance suspension to give you total spinal support, whether you’re sitting still or moving around.

Available with seat depth control to accommodate people of various heights.

Achieved when the optional, adjustable back support is added to the chair—offering additional sacral and lumbar support.

With built-in sacral reinforcement and options for adjustable lumbar support, Verus strengthens employee wellness through engineered design.

Comes in a Black or Mineral frame, six suspension options, and a variety of upholstery options with dozens of fabrics available for the seat.

At the nexus of comfort and value.

WFH Price: $455
Accessories
Flo Modular and Dual Monitor Arm

Flo Modular and Dual Monitor Arms accommodate a mix of technology on a single post, including monitors and laptops weighing between seven and 20 pounds each.

**BENEFITS**

**Modular**
- Single post supports a mix of monitors and laptops for a scalable approach
- Offers range of motion for sit-to-stand applications

**Dual**
- Fluid, dynamic movement for adjusting the position of two screens
- Supports two screens from a single clamp, optimizing desktop workspace while allowing smooth, intuitive independent adjustments of each monitor

WFH Price:
- $210 (single)
- $426 (dual)

**WARRANTY**

12 Year, 3 Shift

Learn more about Flo Monitor Arms
Ollin Monitor Arm

With the Ollin Monitor Arm, you can position your monitor or laptop wherever is most comfortable. The range of motion and tilt range are ideal for touch screens and allow you to bring the screen to you—not the other way around.

**BENEFITS**

- Supports the lightest devices
- Adjustable for many needs, with wide range of motion and forward and rearward tilt range
- Power is incorporated, avoiding clutter and keeping cables organized

**WFH Price:**

$235

**Ollin supports a range of monitors and laptops up to 20 pounds.**

**WARRANTY**

12 Year, 3 Shift

**Learn more about Ollin Monitor Arms**
Thank you for your consideration!

MarxModa

Please contact Olivia Young for quotes or questions.
e olivia.young@marxmoda.com
c 248.795.3382